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Abstract: Now-a-days Digital information in increased drastically, which is collected and stored from different online system. One 

of such data is available for patient related data. Generally, the major problem is long-sufferings to be aware their personal record 

and to illustrate satisfactory terminations. In this work, provide patients with personalized treatments for their ailment/diseases by 

providing them with a series of recommendation and procedures (other than what they are already using) to avoid the death rate 

or serious causes and quicker recovery. We are collecting patient profiles and their symptoms for particular diseases. Our 

proposed recommender systems are using by long-sufferings with supplementary data, helping to better realize their condition of 

health as characterizing by medical record. In this paper we implement collaborative filtering recommender systems for 

personalized medicine. We address three issues (1) clustering of patient data (2) to analyze the cosine similarity and Pearson 

coefficient for collaborative filtering (3) providing better personalized medicine recommender system to individual patients.  The 

main objective of our proposed approach is to recognize long-sufferings who are comparable disease symptoms and originate 

insights from the medical records of analogous patients to give personalized predictions. 
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I.  INTRODUCTION 

 

Precision or personalized medicine is developing the 

research area in which doctors employ diagnostic 

investigations to identify specific disease with symptoms, 

genetic issues which lead to determine the proper medical 

diagnosis and process effort preeminent for individual 

patients. By integrating personalized medicine data with 

personal medical information, values which allow 

physicians and patients to extend preventing and detection 

of diagnosis of patient disease. Health care 

personalization has the ability to identify the inception of 

the ailment at its early stages, anticipate the development 

of illness, and, together enhance the effectiveness of the 

healthcare method by improving value, openness, and 

affordability. 

 

Healthcare personalized medicine benefits are:  

• Changing the accentuation in medication from side-

effect to anticipation  

• Through targeted healing and decreasing trial-and-error 

prescribing  

• Decreasing undesirable drug side-effects  

•Enlightening supplementary targeted utilizes for 

medications and drug applicants  

• Accumulating  persistent adherence to treatment 

•Shortening high-threat persistent testing methods  

•Serving to manage the general expenditure of health care 

 

 

 

Now a day‘s personalized healthcare systems are afforded 

as innovative devices for atomic investigative turn out to 

be increasingly obtainable at an inexpensive price. The 

doctors or physicians are adopting a medical diagnosis or 

anticipation system to each long-suffering along with the 

behavior indication of the gene, protein, or mutable 

intensity with appropriate diagnostics. In simple terms 

personalized medication can be transforming healing-

centered medication to patient-centered illness 

supervision [2]. It also includes not only suitable 

medicines at the accurate dosage for the precise long-

suffering, but also integrates supervision of patient 

individual information and medical data [3]. For this, 

customized personalized needs new techniques for 

preparing on the cascade of generic information and 

interpretation of the discoveries into medicinal 

observation [4]. 

 

For processing a large amount of medical data, the patient 

utilizes recommender system and retrieving the 

information or things of their choice. The recommender 

systems are generally used in online associations where 

items like hospitals, doctors, treatment, drugs, etc. are 

recommend to ill persons. It enables patients to discover 

what they require in actual fact and enable them to locate 

diagnosis techniques to patients are not searching for.  For 

providing better information about patient required 

information, recommender framework is to propose 

things in differing classifications which reflect changes. 
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In this work, proposes recommender systems for 

personalized medicine that utilize a clustering and 

similarity measure of a personalized medicine 

collaborative filtering (CF) method. Through integrating 

these techniques, fabricate methods with a privileged 

accuracy of forecasts. 

 

II. RELATEDWORK 

 

Precision or personalized medication is an emerging field 

in which doctors utilize investigations to recognize 

particular living behavior, hereditary, which help to 

decide the therapeutic diagnosis and process will work 

suitable for each individual patient. With integration of 

individual healthcare information and conditions, 

personalized medication agrees to physicians and ill 

persons to extend targeted diagnosis and anticipation 

plans [4, 5]. There are numerous terminologies for 

precision or personalized medication, individualized and 

stratified medication, as information does not recognize 

individuals‘ or endeavor to accommodate contrasting 

meanings of each. 

 

Many research works in personalized medication are 

widespread and increasing, as evaluated by the amount of 

research works and an article‘s highlighting on inherent 

testing, healthiness information administration biomarker 

disclosure and focused on treatments [6, 7]. The atomic 

investigation is growing quickly and diversifying. New 

surveys or reports approximated that almost 4000 new 

investigative tests have been acquainted with the 

advertisement in 2015 [8], which can be called as 

molecular healings. Actually, 28% of all the drugs the US 

FDA endorsed in 2015 were personalized medications [9], 

and a latest report supported by the Personalized 

Medicine Coalition (PMC) and performed by Tufts 

University reveals that 42% of all medications and 73% 

of growth pharmaceuticals being developed are potential 

customized drugs [10]. 

 

Modern inclinations in electronic medical records seeking 

and progress in the fields of individual health data [11, 

12], which leads motivation to intend move toward health 

recommender systems. Diverse techniques are present to 

calculate personalized therapeutic suggestions. These 

techniques utilize procedures and methods inventing by 

information retrieval systems research studies on 

Recommender Systems 

 

Collaborative filtering utilizing big data for generating 

predictions [13] focused on diverse illnesses that depend 

on information from comparable patients, lead to 

enhanced observation and anticipation approaches, and 

probably authorize the enduring to have a discourse that 

show the way to enhanced wealth. These systems are 

providing assistance for similar exceptional ailments and 

symptoms that possibly will avoid a doctor, but are 

revealing by the data-driven combination of occurrences 

of several doctors and long-sufferings. 

 

III. FRAMEWORK 

 

Evaluating the personalized medicine performance and 

the efficiency of the proposed approach for 

recommendations based on collaborative filtering and 

recommendations based on dynamic patient information 

[14].  Two methods are  

 

1.Client-based collaborative filtering algorithm [15] is a 

relative algorithm that utilizes the evaluation history of 

clients to estimate the similarities between patients and 

then formulates forecasts supported on the individual‘s 

similarities. 

 

2.Client dynamic data supported recommendation [14] is 

a relative algorithm that captures patients‘ lively 

significances into concern with a reducing time to form 

patients‘ self-motivated awareness aspects. 

 

Patient opinion about drug or healthcare systems retrieved 

from a large amount of online medical records, 

collaborative filtering technique is designed for predicting 

the personalized medicine.  Several applications [16] 

assume that the effort is limited preference data for each 

patient. Few patients‘ aspect is known for diagnosis or 

drugs, but unfamiliar for therapeutic processes. The main 

aim of collaborative filtering is that patients, comparable 

symptoms are likely to have similar treatments. 

 

The crisis of unwearied-centered and illness possibility 

report is similar to collaborative filtering recommendation 

systems utilized for cinemas or items. Here, attempting to 

influence similarities across huge volumes of the patient 

database, progressively, to bring a personalized to each 

patient. Patient disease Similarity between symptoms and 

features, inherent inclination origin has to be at risk to 

similar illness. Feature co-correlate [17] has a synergistic 

impact, leading to the unpredictably high possibility. 

Diverse ailments based on predicting a different group of 

comparable diseases are generating by utilizing 

collaborative filtering [18].  

 

The collaborative filtering recommender system for 

personalized medicine has several challenges. Patient 
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disease does not have rating strategy or a ―special scores‖ 

like in cinemas or items. An individual impact with the 

disease had in their past or not. There is no special status 

or evaluation presented by patients. The major challenge 

is that the patient diagnosed previously with the disease. 

 

In this work, implement the cosine similarity computation 

technique to evaluate the similarity between two patient 

similar symptoms. For implementation, each symptom as 

a vector and the comparison among the two patients is 

calculating by the cosine angle among the two vectors of 

two diseases.  In this work, the PCE (Pearson correlation 

coefficient) was utilized to determine the comparison 

among two trainees of a given category.  

 

IV. IMPLEMENTION RESULT 

 

Dataset:  We collected diabetic patient data set from the 

data world for implementation purpose, and data set 

contains variable like age, BP (blood pressure), BMI, 

function of pedigree and cholesterol level, which contains 

more than 3000 records; out of these, for execution 

analysis only 100 records are taken.  

 

Preprocessing: After collecting data set pre-processed to 

eliminate unrelated data such as urls, spaces, stop word 

removal. After pre-processing, the diabetic records are as 

follows. 

 

Table 1. Symptoms of diabetics 

  
 

  
Fig 1.  Classification of  patients 

 

Clustering based on the gender where 0-1 gives male and 

1-2 indicates the female. It shows a clear variation 

between for the male and females in various fields 

 

K-means clustering with 3 clusters of sizes 2, 15, 90 

 

Cluster means: 

  [,1] 

1    2 

2    1 

3    0 

 

Clustering vector: 

  [1] 3 3 2 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 

3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 

 [39] 3 3 3 3 2 3 3 3 1 2 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 2 3 3 2 3 3 2 3 3 3 

3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 2 3 

 [77] 3 3 3 2 3 1 2 3 3 3 3 3 3 2 3 2 2 3 3 3 2 2 3 2 3 3 3 3 

3 3 3 

 

Within the  cluster sum of squares by cluster: 

[1] 0 0 0  (between_SS / total_SS = 100.0 %) 

 

Fig 2. Re clustering of the same data 

 

Pearson's product-moment correlation 

t = 5.186, df = 105, p-value = 1.051e-06 

Unconventional proposition: accurate correlation is not 

equal to 0 

95% confidence interval:  0.2862488 0.5907752 

Sample estimates:      cor   0.4515661  

 
Fig 3. The number of patient medications 
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Fig 4. The number of patient diagnosis 

 

V. CONCLUSION 

 

Individual‘s health is basically a delicate problem and 

aware patients are looking for personalized knowledge 

with better manages their feelings and wellbeing. Health 

care systems are countenanced with rising demands on 

resources due to people mature and increasing life 

anticipation. Our Personalized medication‘s investigations 

include better recommendations, together with doctors, 

contributors, insurers, and the patient support system.  

The personalized medicine collaborative filtering system 

offers an astonishing prospect to enhance the life 

expectancy of long sufferings. Personalized medicine 

recommender systems  provides patient information 

confidentiality. 

  

VI. FUTURE ENHANCEMENT 

 

Our proposed method demonstrates to reduced health risk 

rates minimization; enhance the eminence of health care, 

impact individual and public wellbeing, and also the 

conversation of impingement on the enduring-centered 

pattern. In future, improvements in medicine security 

reports/decreases in undesirable medicine side-effects, 

raising the number of enduring required to impairments.  

In the future, we will implement reranking personalized 

recommender systems for providing efficient systems to 

each individual patient. 
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